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This small work on copper, which was never mentioned nor displayed before, is an interesting and exquisite 
addition to Gioacchino Assereto’s catalogue. 
 
During his artistic training, Assereto specialised in the execution of small-sized works,1 perhaps encouraged by 
Giovan Carlo Doria’s taste for the ‘machie’, i.e. sketches executed very quickly and characterised by free and 
dynamic brushstrokes.2 Doria’s passion for these kinds of works is mentioned by his biographer, Raffaele 
Soprani,3 who also talks about the nobleman’s engagement with the Accademia del Disegno, which was 
founded by the same Doria in his Genoese palace.4 
During his early career, i.e. until the first half of the third decade of the seventeenth century, Assereto 
produced several works ‘in piccolo’, such as the well-known Adoration of the shepherds at the Galleria 
Nazionale of Palazzo Spinola in Genoa,5 which is also on copper. In this work, it is possible to see an echo of 
Luca Cambiaso’s style in the geometric harshness characterising some formal elements. Our painting 
overcomes entirely this approach, which is typical of Assereto’s early works. 
 
The apostle Bartholomew is only shortly mentioned in the Gospels, that do not refer to any episode of his life. 
The Legenda Aurea by Jacopo da Varagine narrates his missionary trip to India and the tortures he suffered in 
Armenia, where he died being skinned alive.6 By stressing both the deposition from the cross and the 
beginning of the skinning perpetrated by two persecutors flanking the Saint, Assereto literally follows Jacopo’s 
text, which juxtaposes two different sources: 
 
“Saint Dorotheus states that he was crucified upside-down in a city in Armenia called Albane. The blessed 
Theodor, instead, states that Bartholomew was skinned. Therefore, we could think that the Saint was 
crucified, deposed from the cross still alive and skinned so that he could suffer even more’.7 
 
In the renowned version on canvas at the Accademia Linguistica di Belle Arti in Genoa,8 the figures are 
crowded in the foreground, presenting a horror vacui feeling typical of the late-Mannerist taste. Conversely, in 
our painting Assereto experiments with a composition far more articulated. Notwithstanding the limits 
imposed by the small size of the support, the artist creates a sense of depth by presenting obliquely the 
upside-down body of the Saint. This stylistic choice results in a strong sense of spatial breath.  
 

 
1 T. Zennaro, Sull’attività giovanile di Gioacchino Assereto, in “Paragone”, XLVI, serie III, n. 4 (549), novembre 1995, pp. 21-
61; T. Zennaro, Gioacchino Assereto e i pittori della sua scuola, Soncino (Cremona) 2011, I, pp. 34-35. 
2 This artistic practice, introduced by Rubens, was adopted by Giulio Cesare Procaccini, whose ‘machie’ were largely 
collected by Doria (cfr. V. Farina, Giovan Carlo Doria promotore delle arti a Genova nel primo Seicento, Firenze 2002, invv. 
A, B, C, D). About Giulio Cesare Procaccini and the '"abbozzo autonomo", see R. Longhi, L’inizio dell’abbozzo autonomo, in 
“Paragone”, XVII, n. 195, maggio 1966, pp. 25-29.  
3 “[...] e doppo d’essersi assicurata la mano in colorire con gratiosa maniera certe picciole tavoline fatte ad istanza di alcuni 
amici, ardì essend’in età d’anni 16 d’impegnarsi in un’opera di non ordinaria grandezza [...]” (R. Soprani, Le vite de’ Pittori, 
Scoltori e Architetti Genovesi e de’ forestieri che in Genova operarono, Genova 1674, p. 169). 
4 V. Farina, Giovan Carlo Doria... cit., pp. 97-118, con bibliografia precedente. 
5 Before knowing about the present copper painting, the Adoration of the shepherds of the Galleria Nazionale di Palazzo 
Spinola was the only known work on copper by Gioacchino Assereto. About this work, see T. Zennaro, Gioacchino 
Assereto... cit., I, pp. 231-232, n. A25, tav. XIV, with bibliography. 
6 Jacopo da Varagine, Legenda Aurea (ante 1298), ed. from an edition printed in Venice in 1483, Florence 1985, Italian 
translation by C. Lisi, II, pp. 538- 545. 
7 Jacopo da Varagine, Legenda... cit. II, p. 542. 
8 T. Zennaro, Gioacchino Assereto... cit., I, pp. 303-306, n. A60, tav. XLI, with bibliography. 
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The construction of the scene is dictated by diagonal trajectories projected in the third dimension and the 
brushstrokes are characterised by immediacy and spontaneity. These stylistic elements indicate that the 
painting was realised around the mid-1540s, when Assereto was working on compositions presenting 
comparable structures. In particular, it might be worth looking at the artist’s development of the theme of 
Marsyas skinned by Apollo, that he represented in fresco (Fig. 1)9 and on canvas in Palazzo Ayrolo-Negrone in 
Genoa.10 Moreover, the contemporary canvases representing Adam and Eve crying Abel’s death, once in 
Zerbone’s collection in Genoa,11 and the two Cain and Abel in the Herzon Anton Ulrich Museum of 
Braunschweig (Fig. 2)12 and in the Koelliker’s collection in Milan,13 present similar features. 
 
The composition of these works – including the one of our painting – seems to imply that Assereto knew the 
Apollo and Marsyas by Ribera either in the two versions in the Museo di Capodimonte in Naples and in the 
Musée Royaux des Beaux-Arts in Bruxelles, both signed and dated 1637, or from other versions probably 
available to the artist in the Genoese artistic environment.14 A ‘Saint Bartholomew by a Spanish artist’ – i.e. 
perhaps an ‘Apollo and Marsyas’ by Piero Boccardo15 - is mentioned in the inventory of Marcantonio Doria’s 
collection written in Genoa on 15th May 1620.16  
 
Assereto’s interest towards the theme of Saint Bartholomew’s martyrdom is documented also by three 
paintings representing this subject listed in the artist’s inventory written at his death on 31st July 1650.17A 
canvas, probably by the same Assereto, which was sold in 1992 by Finarte in Rome (Fig. 3)18, presents a very 
similar composition to the one chosen for our copper, even though shown in a mirror-like solution.  
 

 
 

9 Ivi, pp. 393-401, n. A110, fig. A110, tavv. LXXII, LXXIII, with bibliography. 
10 Ivi, pp. 388-390. n. A107, fig. A107, tav. LXIX. 
11 Ivi, pp. 401-403, n. A111, fig. A111, with bibliography. 
12 Ivi, pp. 403-406, n. A112, fig. A112, tav. LXXVII, with bibliography. 
13 Ivi, p. 406, n. A113, fig. A113, with bibliography. 
14 An “Apollo desollando un Satiro” by anon. but “modernamente ritenuto di Ribera” (P. Boccardo, in L’Età di Rubens. 
Dimore, committenti e collezionisti genovesi, catalogo della mostra a cura di P. Boccardo, Genova, Palazzo Ducale, Galleria 
di Palazzo Rosso, Galleria di Palazzo Spinola, 20.3-11.7.2004, Milano 2004, p. 442) – once owned by Fernando Eñriquez 
Afán de Ribera (1583-1637), third Duke Alcalà – was sold in Genoa in the Spring of 1637, while in 1645 the Spanish-
Neapolitan painter was paied by the Genoese Giovan Francesco Serra for a “Marsia scorticato da Apollo”, mentioned in an 
inventory of his collection dated 1664: “Quadro con la favola d’Apollo, che scortica Marsia con un paese, et altre figure 
lontane grandi dal naturale di mano di Giuseppe di riviera detto lo spagnoletto, alto palmi 91⁄2 e largo 12” (cfr. A. Vannugli, 
La collezione Serra di Cassano, Salerno 1989, pp. 44-46); it was moved to Spain and destroied by a fire in 1734 (cfr. A. 
Vannugli, Giovan Francesco Serra [1609-1656], in L’Età di Rubens... cit., pp. 435-439; P. Boccardo, D. M. Pagano, in L’Età di 
Rubens... cit., p. 442 n. 115).  
15 P. Boccardo, Marcantonio Doria (1572-1651), in L’Età di Rubens... cit., pp. 263, 264. Nicola Spinosa (Ribera. L’opera 
completa, Napoli 2003, pp. 235-236 nota 65) says it is not verifiable. 
16 Cfr. F. Bologna, V. Pacelli, Caravaggio 1610: la “Sant’Orsola confitta dal tiranno” per Marcantonio Doria, in “Prospettiva”, 
VI, vol. 23, ottobre 1980, pp. 24-44, e in part. n. 43; V. Farina, Giovan Carlo Doria... cit., pp. 230-232. 
17 It is a “Santo Bartolomeo dui mezi nudi”, palmi 9 tall and palmi 7 wide (cm 223,2 x173,6 circa): M. Ausserhofer 1991, pp. 
344, 347; Zennaro 2011, II, p. 550, n. C10; two other sketched paintings with "S. Bartolomeo", both of big size (M. 
Ausserhofer, Archivnotizen zu Gioacchino Assereto und anderen genueser malern des 17 jahrhunderts, in “Mitteilungen des 
Kunsthisto- rischen Institutes in Florenz”, XXXV, nn. 2-3, 1991, pp. 337-356, e in part. pp. 345, 347; T. Zennaro, Gioacchino 
Assereto... cit., II, p. 553, nn. C25, C26). 
18 Finarte, Roma, 28.4.1992, lotto 101; T. Zennaro, Gioacchino Assereto... cit., II, pp. 543-544, n. B38, fig. B38. This is the 
model for a painting in a private Genoese collection (ivi, p. 675, n. I44, fig. I44), realised by a copyist.  
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This subject was replicated several times in Assereto’s workshop, witnessing a strong taste for this sacred 
scene. The Saint Bartholomew’s martyrdom in the Galleria Rizzi at Sestri Levante, that was linked to the  
Master of San Giacomo alla Marina, i.e. Giuseppe Assereto, Gioacchino’s son, by Tiziana Zennaro, shows an 
almost identical composition to the one of our copper.19 

 

 

Fig. 1 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
19 Ivi, II, pp. 614-615, n. E37, fig. E37. Previously, the painting was attributed by Daniele Sanguineti to Giovan Lorenzo 
Bertolotto (cfr. D. Sanguineti, Gio. Lorenzo Bertolotto, in Galleria Rizzi. Dipinti e sculture, n. 3. Dipinti e Sculture genovesi dal 
secondo Seicento al Settecento, a cura di G. Algeri, Sestri Levante, Fondazione Galleria Rizzi, Chiavari 1998, pp. 4-5 n. 1). 
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Fig. 2 

 

Fig. 3 
 


